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Welcome to Höstdimma

Höstdimma, mist in autumn, was my first published game and at
the time I was very proud of it. It had nothing at all to do with
mists or autumns. I had gathered every piece of gaming advice I
had to share into a single book, and coupled it with an evocative
setting, a fantastic set of rules and two fun adventures.
For a couple of years I toured conventions with friends and ran
demo games. Then I turned my eyes to the international scene,
started making games in English and more or less forgot about
Höstdimma.
I still think it is a neat game, it has many things I still think
deserve a larger audience. But at 150 pages it will be a lot of work
to translate.
Early on in the development of the original game I made a two
page summary, one for the setting and one for the rules. This
booklet is those two pages, quickly translated into English over
two evenings. There is no proofreading, no illustrations, no player
advice, no GM advice, no ready to run adventures, just the
thinnest of outlines for the setting and rules. But there could be
more, much more, I have unpublished adventures from the
convention tours that could be polished for a larger audience.
Is there a market for Höstdimma in English, even if it is not about
mists and autumns?
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Introduction

Höstdimma is a postapocalyptic fantasy RPG that springs out of
the European 17th and 18th centuries. The rules are quick, easy
and made for action filled adventure.
This booklet is a concentrate of Höstdimma’s rules and setting.
Just add a twenty sided die, some friends, pen and paper, and get
your game started.
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Background and setting

No one knows why, but something made the civilisation crumble
and the world was thrown into an era of war, famine, disease and
death, the Great Darkness. A ruling class was created as
resourceful individuals took control over important natural
resources and other riches. But soon a second great war raged
across the world. This second war is called the Forge War. Those
who could still activate and use artefacts from before the Great
Darkness won great victories. And today still, centuries later the
nobility traces their lineage to the champions of the Forge War.
So that the would will never again fall into darkness and chaos the
Brotherhood Eternal was formed after the Forge War. The
Brotherhood preaches calm, harmony and love, and warns of the
dangers of technology. They teach that it was mankind’s
dependence on machines that caused the Great Darkness. The
Brotherhood has forbidden the creation of a dead thing that keeps
working once the owner has let go of it. Where the Brotherhood
has influence there are no factories full of machinery. no vehicles
that move without being pulled by man or beast, no steam
engines, no clockwork or calculation machines
The known world is divided between the four largest clans that
were still standing after the Forge War. And they maintain their
control with the artefacts they once used to gain it. Since the
artefacts can only be activated by those of the right lineage most
noble families scrutinise the ancestry of any prospective unions.
The families that can trace their origin to the victors of the Forge
Wars are said to be noble of the blood. Some noble families have
gotten their titles after the war as rewards, noble of service.

Clan Sever

Clan Sever dominate the islands north of the main continent. The
islands are usually independent monarchies and the political
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Background and setting

situation is relatively stable. Few of the nations have enough
resources and power to launch any large scale invasions. But
corsairs are a constant scourge and every island kingdom has a
navy to fight them and to intimidate each other.

Clan Yozhnin

Clan Yozhnin commands the south eastern part of the continent
and they are ruled by the immortal emperor. The emperor has
ruled from his glass throne since the Forge War. Slowly his domain
grows northward into lands previously held by clan Zapadnin. The
emperor is patient and draws plans that can span generations.
Four times a year he leaves the glass throne to bed one of his
concubines. All of his children are raised as administrators or sent
north as diplomats, where they can sow the seeds for future
conquests.

Clan Zapadnin

Clan Zapadnin is divided into a multitude of constantly warring
states that stretch over the continent’s north eastern parts. The
old noble lines are fading from existence, their blood colouring the
battlefields red. In a couple of more generations they will be all
but lost. At the same time they are under the slow siege of the
emperor in the south. It is in Zapadnin territory that the
Brotherhood Eternal is as strongest.

Clan Vostochni

Clan Vostochni rule the vast wastelands beyond the mountains in
the east. The population is concentrated to a few enormous cities
made of steel, stone and smoking chimneys. Vostochni were the
first to encounter the dwarfs after the Forge War, and from them
they stole the secret of the steam engine. The Brotherhood
Eternal has representation in Vostochni, but their ban on machine
has not found much support.
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Background and setting

The Dwarfs

The dwarfs rule the mountain range that stretch from the
northern coast and into the heart of the continent. They generally
avoid contact with mankind, except for military expeditions every
couple of decades, usually into Zapadnin. The dwarfs use war
machines driven by steam engines.

The Elves

The elves keep to the realm they have staked for themselves in the
large forest that stretches from the south eastern parts of Zapadnin
territory, across the Vostochni wastes and to the eastern coast.
The elves are taller than even the tallest of humans, and their
bodies are smooth and stretch the range from transparent blue to
black as flint. Speaking to an elf can be confusing and frightening,
they seem to read thoughts and answer questions before they’ve
been asked.
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Character generation

Characters in Höstdimma are built by spending points. Twenty
points are distributed over bloodlines, skills, stats and Fate.

Stats and Fate

The three stats Body, Mind and Social, and Fate, all start at one
and can be raised to a maximum of five, at a cost of one point per
step.

Bloodlines

The bloodlines are Sever, Yozhnin, Zapadnin and Vostochni.
All bloodlines start at zero, the character does not have the
ancestry that allows the use of artefacts.
At level 1 the character can use minor artefacts.
At level 2 the character can use common artefacts weapons.
At level 3 the character can use common vehicles and powerful
weapons.
At level 4 the character can use powerful vehicles and control
installations.
The sum of all bloodlines may not exceed four. They can be raised
at a cost of one point per step.

Skills

Two skills at level 5 costs one point. A novice might have the skill
at level 5, or someone who has read a lot about the matter but has
no actual experience yet.
One skill at level 10 costs one point. At level 10 the skill is
something that the character might do for a living.
One skill at level 15 costs two points. No more than two skills may
be bought to level 15. At level 15 the character is a master of the
skill, and is probably a bit famous or a bit of a celebrity.
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Character generation

The skills are:
Art*
Melee combat
Craft*
Disguise
Etiquette
Geography
Interrogation
Manual dexterity
Machines
Medicine
Movement
Negotiation
Observation
Profession*
Ranged combat
Riding
Science*
Stealth
Survival
Tracking
Skills marked with * must be specified with an area or subject.

Derived stats

Damage resistance = Body * 2 + 4
Endurance = (Body + Mind) * 2 + 20

Starting equipment

Write down any important items that the character carries. There
is no need to list small and cheap items like handkerchiefs, bits of
string, pocket knives and the like.
If appropriate to the character background one artefact can be
included in the starting equipment, but remember that artefacts
are rare and very expensive items.
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Rules

Fate

Fate is what separates the heroes from ordinary people. Somehow
things have a tendency to tilt to the heroes’ advantage.
The player can spend one point of Fate to ignore the effects of one
die roll or to make a minor change or addition to the current
situation. All used Fate points are recovered at the end of the
adventure.

Using skills

Usually there’s no need to roll dice to determine if an action
succeeds or not. But if there is doubt roll one die, if the roll is
lower than or equal to the skill level the action succeeded. If there
is a contest between two or more people, the winner is the one
that rolls under the skill level but higher than the opponent.
If the character focuses on the action, take one Fatigue and add
the relevant stat to the skill before rolling.

Combat

In close combat first divide the combatants into opposing pairs as
far as possible. Distribute any left over opponents from the larger
party evenly over the smaller.

Roll to hit

Then every participant rolls against Melee Combat, as for ordinary
contests of skill. The winner scores one hit on the opponent.
For ranged attacks, roll against Ranged Combat to hit. If the
target is moving rapidly or tries to cover the shooter suffers a -5
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Rules

penalty to the skill. By spending one turn aiming a +5 bonus is
granted to the shot.
Reloading pistols and muskets takes one turn.

Damage

For each hit, roll one die and add the damage rating of the
weapon. For a sum of ten and lower, the target takes one Wound.
For sums of 11-19, the target takes 1 to 9 wounds. A sum of 20
gives one lethal injury, and then one extra lethal injury for every
two over 20. 22 is two lethal injuries, 24 is three, 26 is four and so
on.
For each lethal injury roll against Damage resistance. The first
failed roll makes the character gravely injured. The second makes
the character dying. The third kills.
Damage rating Weapon

0 Kicks and punches
3 Daggers, clubs and improvised weapons
4 Swords and bayonets
6 Pistols
7 Muskets

A dying character dies after Body hours, but can be stabilised
with two consecutive successful rolls against Medicine. For any
failed rolls against Medicine the wounded character must make
another roll against Damage resistance. Once stabilised the dying
character reverts to gravely injured and takes 10 Wounds.

Fatigue

If the sum of Fatigue and Wounds reaches Endurance the
character must roll against Damage resistance. If the roll fails the
character collapses, unable to move, speak or act in any other way.
Roll again every time any Fatigue or Wounds are taken.

Recovery and healing

A grave injury can be treated with a successful roll against
Medicine, which replaces it with 10 Wounds.
Wounds are healed at a rate of Body points after every good
night’s sleep.
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Rules

Fatigue is recovered at a rate of Body points per hour of rest or
moderately strenuous activities.
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